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Activities of notarial office and prevention of legal disputes 
In civil law a notary plays a very important role in the society. He has extensive 
powers in executing legal documents and legal agreements, legalizing documents, 
authenticating copies and also plays a significant role during the inheritance procedure. The 
purpose of my thesis is to analyse what falls within the competence of the notary and explore 
the relevance of his work on prevention of legal disputes. 
The thesis is systematically structured  into six chapters, each of them presenting 
different aspects of the notarial job. First chapter is introductory. Chapter Two gives an 
outline of the development of the legal status of the notaries begining in the ancient Rome 
until the legal regulation these days.  
Third and fourth chapters represent the main part of the thesis. Chapter Three is 
subdivided into three parts. Part One explores the legal status and the characteristic of a 
notary in Czech law, whereas the next part attempts to describe the activity of a notary 
concerning its influence on preventing disputies. The last part illustrates how notaries are 
connected with the courts. The fourth chapter endeavours to examine selected activities more 
elaborately. It concerns the role of a notary in the inheritance procedure, providing legal aid to 
general public, being effective in making agreements and finally two special types of notarial 
record are described. Chapter five briefly presents what the future possibilities of new 
competences for the notaries are, highlighting the possibility of withdrawing some routine 
work from the courts.  
Eventually, conclusions are drawn in the last chapter. The main aim of this thesis was 
to prove that the role of notaries is significant, because legal nature of the notaries is to 
prevent legal disputies, which was achieved. Therefore, the confirmation of my initial 
hypothesis has been reached. 
 
